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The Geena Davis-led Bentonville Film Festival announced the 2021 selections for its narrative, documentary, short and episodic film competition. “We are proud to offer audiences an inspirational ...
Geena Davis Bentonville Film Festival Sets 2021 Lineup (EXCLUSIVE)
If they can’t, then that’s their problem, not the person who is waiting to be paid," said Bob Hunter, Director of Insurance for the Consumer Federation ... But CBS 2’s Lauren Victory on ...
Lauren Victory
Glenn Youngkin says in a secretly taped video: "As a campaign topic, sadly, that in fact won’t win my independent votes that I have to get." ...
GOP Candidate For Virginia Governor Says He Can’t Share Antiabortion Stance With Voters
It's just "blatant sloppiness and they don't care." The versions of the GEMS Central Tabulation software listed on the US-CERT site are 1.17.7 and 1.18 and DIEB-THROAT says the same versions of the ...
EXCLUSIVE! * A DIEBOLD INSIDER SPEAKS! "
The undercover video saw Kolenc criticizing ... In May she is said to have targeted local union branches of the Texas American Federation of Teachers under the guise she wanted to learn more ...
Survivor contestant worked for Project Veritas as a 'honey pot' to trap Democrats
Robin Batman: Gotham Knight Batman: Mask of the Phantasm Batman: The Dark Knight Returns Part 1 Batman: The Dark Knight Returns Part ... show hosted and executive produced by YouTube influencer Lauren ...
big bang theory
BOSTON (AP) — Actor Sacha Baron Cohen has sued a Massachusetts cannabis dispensary he says used an image of his character Borat on a billboard without his permission, according to documents ...
'Mr. Baron Cohen never has used cannabis': Suit filed over ad with Borat
As for NR’s Cancel Culture webathon, which ends on Monday upcoming, with a goal of $350,000, now about $40,000 in the distance, please consider giving, and if it takes a video of Your Humble and ...
The Weekend Jolt
Lauren Underwood, who represents the district. Biden won Illinois’ 14th Congressional District by about 2 percentage points in 2020, and Underwood won reelection by less than that. Hers is one ...
President Biden visits Illinois to sell voters on families agenda
“I could really relate to Jackie Robinson’s principles,” said the 18-year-old Mostowy, who plans to attend Germanna in the fall, studying for a career as an athletic trainer. “I use those ...
Baseball meets local history in Fredericksburg scholarship, educational project
Lauren Underwood, who represents the district. Biden won Illinois’ 14th Congressional District by about 2 percentage points in 2020, and Underwood won reelection by less than that. Hers is one ...
Biden: What's good for families can also be good for economy
The full programming lineup for San Diego Comic-Con 2021, which marks the second Comic-Con@Home edition of the beloved pop culture event, has been set. The free online event, which runs July 23-25, ...
San Diego Comic-Con at Home 2021: Here Are All the Must-Stream TV Series and Movie Panels (Updating)
Hayden Pedigo didn't plan on running for a seat on the Amarillo City Council in 2019. As the amiable documentary "Kid Candidate" chronicles, Pedigo, then 24, decided to pursue politics after a lo-fi ...
Review: 'Kid Candidate' shows politics isn't a joke
Looking to settle down for an evening of movie-watching? Want to reconnect with one of your favorite cinematic gems? If you’re subscribed to Hulu, you’ll be pleased to hear that the mighty ...
The 90 best movies on Hulu right now
Rodney Davis, Lauren Underwood in focus ... “It plans to list on the NYSE (WEBR) and reports $89 million of net income on $1.5 billion in revenue for 2020. This comes just days after rival ...
LOOK WHO's TALKING FOR THE GOP — NEVERMIND ON TERM LIMITS — BUTTIGIEG ALERT — BRIBES & TAX BREAKS
Fruit and vegetable pickers in Australia are working up to 20 hours a day and for as little as $1 an hour ... Farmers and the National Farmers' Federation have made fantasy submissions to the ...
Inside Australia's shocking fruit-picking industry where workers are forced to endure 20-hour days, $1 an hour pay and vile sexual harassment from creepy farmers
In a 2012 review of studies on the subject, the Chicago-based nonpartisan Civic Federation found there not to be any definitive research showing if Enterprise Zones were effective at growing a local ...
Enterprise Zone: Local governments consider giving Stevens Industries economic boon
Manson has also acted in US sci-fi series Terminator: The Sarah Connor Chronicles and Nickelodeon ... and focuses on this team who are operating undercover on missions and areas that the French ...
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